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In Japan, the c quark was discovered in1971

1971 paper by Nagoya particle physicist
Kiyoshi Niu and colleagues

iNSPIRE: 342 citations



!1
!2

Shuzo Ogawa (Nagoya) interpreted this event as production of one particle
with a c-quark (Xàp0p) and one with an anti-c-quark (Xàp0p±).

Ep0=3.2 ± 0.4 TeV
pp0=627 ± 90 MeV
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1973:  Kobayashi & Maskawa
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“quartet scheme”
=4-quark model
(thanks to K. Niu et al.)

= Standard Model

iNSPIRE: 11,414 citations

Nagoya Theory Group 1973



KM paper, page 12

“6 quark model”

‘
‘
‘

=

3 Euler angles: q1 q2 & q3,  plus 1 CP-violating phase: d

i.e., theory can accommodate  CP violation, but only with 6 (or more) quarks
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The curious history of the CKM matrix



q1 q2 & q3, & d  à 0

CKM matrix, 1973 version:

Oops!

for a rotation matrix R:    if  q1 q2 & q3, d  à 0,  R =  Identity matrix



who is this guy?





But, wait a minute …

q1 q2 & q3, & d  à 0

Oops (again)!



Reparameterizing the CKM matrix

Harari’s recommendations:

Simple relation be Vij and quark mixing angles qij

The above diagonal terms should be directly measureable

The CP phase (d) should always be attached to q13 ß i.e., the smallest mixing angle

Easily generalizable to 4 or more quark generations

PHYSICS LETTERS B181, 123



Finally…

1st rotate
around b

2nd rotate around
s’,include CP phase

3rd rotate
around d’’ 

The PDG version since 1988

Here, all three mixing angles are between 0o and 90o

1
OK!& they got the

reference right



are B mesons good for anything?

“There is good news and bad news. 

The good news: CP violation in B meson system is 
similar to CPV in K meson system.

The bad news: 
- B1 and B2 mass eigenstates are not distinct
- lifetimes are very short (tB=1.5 ps, ct≈ 0.5mm)

- B0⇔B0 mixing is negligible”

Abraham “Bram” Pais 1918-2000

founding father of flavor physics 
(with Gell-Mann)

correctly predicted:
-associated production 
-existence of the KS and KL mesons
-K0 ⇔ K0 mixing_

_



“Not so fast, … Pais may be wrong”

Ichiro SandaIkaros Bigi Ashton Carter

tests are possible, …
but only if:

- experiments have 10s of millions of BB events

- B0 ⟺ B0 mixing must be substantial

- third generation KM mixing angles are just right

- <100 µm distances between B & B decay vertices are measured

_

_

_very big 
“if”

Sanda’s
“sweet spo

t”



state of the art for BB production in 1981

!(4S)àBB   ~30 events/day

_

…

“10 million @ 30/day
= 900  years!”

“We need 10s of millions 
of BB events to study CPV”

_

_

CLEO experimentCESR collider



World’s 1st !(4S)à di-electron event

e+

e-

maybe”

Magnet  coil



Inclusive electrons at the ϒ(4S)

bàcℓn end-point

no sign of
bàuℓn

q3 << q2

something is produced here
that decays via Weak Ints.



Long B-meson lifetime discovered at SLAC

SLAC result in 1987:

τ B ∝
1

Vcb
2B0 meson

more B-decays with
positive decay lengths

d

B-meson

<gbct>~0.5mm~resolution

W. Ash et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 640 (1987)

d (cm)

MAC

tB= (1.2  ± 0.2 ) x 10   èsin q2 =  0.05



the KM mixing angles are favorable 

sinq2

/

sinq3

Sanda’s
“sweet spot”

circa 1985 
measurements



Three miracles

- B-mesons mix!  (Pais was wrong)

- 100-fold improvement in collider performance  (few×1032 à 1034)

- 10-fold improvement in detector technology (svtx: 200µmà20µm)



Miracle #1



Miracle 1 occurred at DESY

b)a)
e± e∓

µ± µ∓

µ± e∓

e± e ±

µ± µ ±

µ± e ±

cosql l cosql l

Henning Schroeder
1945-2012

ARGUS: cB=0.21+0.05

1st CLEO limit: cB< 0.20

not only do B-mesons mix, they mix substantially

The first CLEO limit was at
the edge of the actual value! 

same-sign opposite-sign



The t-quark mass is really, really high!!

Guido Altarelli
1941-2015

t

⨉
140 ± 40 GeV !!!

⟸ TRISTAN

Z. Phys. C37, 271 (1988)



Miracle #2



PEPII and KEKB
⼤和魂Yankee Ingenuity

(post-SSC)

- zero-degree crossing angle

- conventional RF systems

- standard lattice

- …

- finite crossing angle

- ARES energy storage + SCRF
- 2.5p cell structure

- interleaved sextupoles

- …

- “no-risks are allowed” DoE 
- use established technologies
- set a safe bar for success: 

Lum = 3x 1033

- rewrite the book on colliders
- develop new tehnologies
- set a high bar for success:
- Lum = 1034

Jonathon 
Dorfan

Katsunobu Oide



KEKB redefines the Luminosity state-of-the-art
~5 order of magnitude advance from 1981 

1.5x1034

KEKB 2005

>1 million BB 
pairs/day!!

_



Miracle #3



The Belle detector

Fumihiko
Takasaki



~200 µm

>1 order of magnitude advances in resolution & efficiency



July 2001

LP01 Rome

!(4S)àBB evts:  31 million

BàJ/y KS evts:          533

BàJ/y KL evts:          570

BàJ/yKS

BàJ/yKS

_



July 2001

LP01 Rome

!(4S)àBB evts:  31 million

BàJ/y KS evts:          533

BàJ/y KL evts:          570

KM model 
is con

firmed!



December 2008: The Big Moment



Future



The Discrete symmetries: CPT

Violated

Violated

Violated

Violated CP

CPT

C

P

T

??????



CPT Theorem

any Lorentz-invariant local quantum field theory with a
hermitian Hamiltonian must have CPT symmetry.

what theory is a Lorentz-invariant local quantum field theory
with a hermitian Hamiltonian?

the Standard Model



CPT has to be violated somewhere

but where?     at least by the Planck scale?                    …but maybe  lower?

note:  CP has to be violated to explain the baryon symmetry of the
Universe. Leptogenesis models say this happened at T~1014 GeV

but traces of CPV show up in K- & B-meson decay, etc.

we have to keep looking



main consequence of CPT violation

mparticle ≠ mantiparticle

_mp - mp < 0.7 eV
_mK0 - mK0 < 5x10-11 eV

PDG limits

why is the K0-K0 limit 10 orders of magnitude better?

_



Nature’s greatest gift to particle physicists

a 10-5–degree phase difference between the vertices in this 2nd-order W.I. 
process magically produces an easily measurable CP violation in K0 decays

maybe it amplifies CPT violations to measurable levels



How?

f
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1st: produce ~5 billion 
J/yàK∓p±K0 events

● K-

" K+

↳p+p-
2nd: plot K0àp+p- decay

times for K- & K+

3nd: fit e-DGt/2 × asymmetry
to Re(e) – Acos(DMt-f)

if  f ≠ arctan ---- , start learning Swedish      2DM
DG

Bf(J/yàK∓p±K0) ≈ 
0.5%:
Need >1 trillion J/ys



Best result to date: CPLEAR pstoppàK∓p±K0(K0)_ _
CPLEAR PLB 458, 545 (1999)



need ≳ 1012 J/y events (L ~5x1034 @ 3.1 GeV)

SPEAR collider

at SLAC (1972)

the 1st J/y e+e- collider fit into a parking lot

not a big deal for a lab with a lot of e+/e- infrastructure & experience
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Some comments

Flavor mixing & CP violations--seemingly unrelated phenomena—when I was a grad student

I’ve had  a fascinating career helping to sort out some of the intricacies of these subjects

I hope that young people have similarl experiences ßit’s not done! there’s lots to do (& learn) 

CPT violations exist somewhere,  and, if history is any guide, Nature has made them accessible 


